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AALTO
UNIV
ERSI
TY
Aalto University is a multidisciplinary community where science and art meet 
technology and business. We are committed to identifying and solving grand societal 
challenges and building an innovative future.

Aalto University has six schools with nearly 20 000 students and 4 500 employees, 
over 400 of whom are professors. There is a wide variety of Bachelor’s and Master’s 
Degrees awarded at Aalto University, and we also offer doctoral programmes in all the 
fields of study.

Aalto University was founded in 2010 as Helsinki University of Technology, the 
Helsinki School of Economics and the University of Art and Design Helsinki were 
merged. The main campus is located in Otaniemi in Espoo, Finland. The other 
campuses are in Töölö and Arabia in Helsinki.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN

COID: MASTER’S PROGRAMME IN COLLABORATIVE 
AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

The multidisciplinary experts at the School of Arts, Design and Architecture create 
better living environments and change the world through artistic means.

Cooperation and interaction between the different disciplines represented at the 
school challenge technology-driven thinking and put greater emphasis on a human 
and user-centred approach in the creation of new environments.

The Department of Design has 870 students, over 70 of whom are at the doctoral level. 
Our faculty consists of specialists in their respective fields, and teaching and research 
at the department are internationally recognized. 

The department’s work is based on a broad and creative international perspective.  
Our values are a human focus, sustainable development, a better environment for 
dwelling and living, and impact on society.

The Collaborative and Industrial Design Master programme focuses on design 
innovation. It’s about in-depth understanding of design’s role in society and in the 
emerging fields where design activities can enhance the quality of environment and 
people’s life. 

The programme teaches empathic, critical, strategic and technological skills 
needed in design innovation processes and encourages to explore and take over the 
roles unforeseen in design industry design activities can enhance the quality of 
environment and people’s life.
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This is a compact selection of works executed mainly under the Collaborative and 
Industrial Design MA program and Major in Design BA program between 2015 
and 2016. We selected works to cover different themes as broadly as possible. More 
information is available on request.

TH
EME
S
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HEALTH & 
COMMUNITY 6

Planscan Intraoral Scanner 
Joonas Kyöstilä

Many Cooks, Co-design 
for the Elderly 

Annukka Svanda

Hilla, Night Light
Tilda Jyräsalo, Lara Jasim, Jaakko Raami

Infinity Project, Smart Work Jacket
Emilia Tapprest, Gabriela Guasti Rocha

LIVING 22
Coffee Cooker 

Aija Hannula

Koto, Small House 
Saga Santala, Miro Virta & Tuomas Hämäläinen

Lusia, Picnic Set
Giulia Cappelletti, Fei Wang, Jukka Manni, Anselm Kempf, 

Mikko Akkola, Christian Baumann

Greenwall
Ville Piippo

38 MATERIAL
Not a Matter of Taste,
Researching Edible Cellulose
Maija Järviniemi & Outi Mustonen

42 MEMORY
FaceTime, Form Study of Empathy
Aliisa Talja

Lightbound, Communication System 
Emilia Tapprest

50 PLAY
BeoSphere, Music Player 
Ming Unn Andersen, Henry Daly & Ville Piippo

Inside, Modular Tent for Kids
Marina Baranova

BeoSound Orbit, Music Player
Anastasia Ivanova, Paulo Pannuzzo & Tuomas Hämäläinen
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PLA
NSC
AN
JOONAS KYÖSTILÄ 2015

HEALTH & COMMUNITY

Kyöstilä was asked to overhaul Planmeca’s intraoral 3D-scanning device. Product 
needed to achieve Planmeca’s ergonomical and aesthetic standards that previous 
model failed to realize.

The device is used to 3D scan teeth: 3D model will be used to design prosthesis crowns 
and teeth with dental software. A 3D Printer will create the prosthesis: result is an 
optimal ceramic prosthesis in couple of hours.
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The PlanScan should be placed on a eye/hand level to see the details.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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PLANSCAN INTRAORAL SCANNER BY JOONAS KYÖSTILÄ
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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MANY 
COO
KS
ANNUKKA SVANDA 2016

HEALTH & COMMUNITY

How can the Scandinavian welfare be maintained and developed in the future? What 
new ways can the aging countries find to improve the big demand of services for 
elderly and with lesser costs? 

Many cooks is a service design project with eldelry people’s housing cooperative 
Loppukiri in Helsinki. Project target is to help the people to find new ways to 
support their community work in their kitchen. Loppukiri community had recently 
some troubles to be inspired for the kitchen work and they asked help from Aalto 
University’s design department. 

The community cooks together a daily meal from Tuesday to Friday and also clean 
the common spaces together. With service design tools new ideas were created for the 
community to make the kitchen work easier and refresh it. The aim is also to study 
through observation, survey and codesign, how service design suits for elderly peoples 
services. 
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For the exhibition there will be a video explaining the project and the results, this would 
need a video screen and headphones.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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MANY COOKS BY ANNUKKA SVANDA
2016 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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HI
LL
A
TILDA JYRÄSALO, LARA JASIM & JAAKKO RAAMI 
2015

HEALTH & COMMUNITY

Hilla is a night light system helping the elderly and the visually impaired to move in 
their homes safely. It softly illuminates a path the user has created bringing light right 
where it is needed. We want to prevent fallings and give the user confidence with a 
beautiful and fun design product.

Moving in a dark home is an inconvenience for everyone but with a lowered eyesight it 
is like being blinded. It is an everyday problem stated by nearly all the elderly. Fallings 
cause approximately 7000 fractured hips in the aged population leading to over 1000 
deaths every year in Finland only. For the Finnish society this results in huge yearly 
costs of 39 000 000 €.

Hilla is safe and simple. When the user wakes up at night, and gets out of the bed, 
the lamps turn on with soft light. The light is just bright enough to point out the 
significant things: a corner of the table you can lean on for support, or obstacles you 
want to avoid. The system is modular, motion-activated, wireless, customizable and 
easy to use. Our night light is for everyone with lowered vision, for the elderly, for 
families with kids, or anyone needing a well-designed smart light. 
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The nightlights would be placed on feet level and would require electricity.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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HILLA BY TILDA JYRÄSALO, LARA JASIM & JAAKKO RAAMI
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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INF
INI
TY
EMILIA TAPPREST & GABRIELA GUASTI ROCHA 2016

HEALTH & COMMUNITY

The result of the Infinity Project is a smart garment that allows tracking the wearer’s 
hand movements. Based on the sensor data, it can determine how physically 
demanding tasks the worker is performing. 

Software can use this information to generate audible feedback, or send the 
information to a smartphone for further analysis of the worker’s condition.
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The jacket would be hanging freely on a hanger.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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INFINITY PROJECT BY EMILIA TAPPREST & GABRIELA GUASTI ROCHA
2016 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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COFFEE
COO
KER
AIJA HANNULA 2015

LIVING

Coffee Cooker celebrates the everyday ritual of coffee making by exposing the process 
that usually happens inside of a plastic cover. It challenges our everyday household 
appliances by making it easy to understand how the machine actually works. The 
working method of Coffee Cooker is the same as in normal dripping coffee machines.

The form language is playing with the ideas of modern architecture – materials are 
honest and raw and the contructions are left visible. Simple and geometrical forms 
emphasize the understandability of the coffee making process, which is clever, yet 
beautiful. The water is being heated inside the glass tube and the thermal expansion 
makes it flow from the container to the carafe, while filtering through the coffee 
grounds.
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The prototype should be placed hand level. No electricity is required.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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COFFEE COOKER BY AIJA HANNULA
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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KO
TO
SAGA SANTALA, MIRO VIRTA & TUOMAS 
HÄMÄLÄINEN 2015

LIVING

Koto is a one-room apartment in a detached house. Koto is so small that it can be fully 
assembled at the factory and then shipped onto the site, which makes it super fast to 
set up.

Innovative structural and spatial solutions make it seem bigger on the inside. A 
unique sandwich wall is self-supporting and insulating. Large windows bring in a lot 
of natural light. A removable panel system makes the inner walls fully customisable. 
Loft bed frees space for daytime living. All building engineering is hidden under the 
floor. Dead space inside furniture is utilised for storage. And more...
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The model should be placed on hand level.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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KOTO BY SAGA SANTALA, MIRO VIRTA & TUOMAS HÄMÄLÄINEN
2014 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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PICN
IC
SET
GIULIA CAPPELLETTI, FEI WANG, JUKKA MANNI
ANSELM KEMPF, MIKKO AKKOLA, CHRISTIAN 
BAUMANN 2015

LIVING

The project was done in collaboration with RISE, the Criminal Sanctions Agency 
of Finland. In the Lusia picnic set, the team combined many different materials and 
production methods with the aim of giving the inmate workers very comprehensive 
experience and thereby good possibility to increase their skills during the time they 
spend in prison.

People in the cities tend to live life a little bit different comparing to the people in the 
rural and suburban areas. Apartments are small. Public transportation and bicycles 
are often used instead of private motoring. Well-designed, responsively produced 
goods are highly valued. These things were important drivers during the whole design 
process of LUSIA products.

The picnic grill is a multi-part product, designed to be durable and easy to clean, in 
contrast with disposable grills. It can be packed compactly into a matching bag that 
makes it easy to carry around when using public transportation.
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The picnic set would be placed on an almost ground level and would be nice to have some 
turf under it.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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LUSIA PICNIC SET BY GIULIA CAPPELLETTI, FEI WANG, JUKKA MANNI
ANSELM KEMPF, MIKKO AKKOLA, CHRISTIAN BAUMANN
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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GREE
NW
ALL
VILLE PIIPPO 2015

LIVING

Greenwall is a modular shelf system for for the garden, balcony or even indoors, 
designed with planting specifically in mind. The project was done in collaboration 
with RISE, the Criminal Sanctions Agency of Finland. Piippo wanted to create 
something that would not only be a good product for the end user, but also have an 
impact on the inmates that build it. Therefore it has to be appealing for different skill 
levels.

Prison workshops allow flexible manufacturing, so the Greenwall can be tailor-made 
according to each customer’s needs. In addition to this, the system can be customised 
by the customer by mixing and matching different shelfpieces.
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The wall would stand on its own feet and requires some plants and books on the shelves.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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GREENWALL BY VILLE PIIPPO
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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CHE
MAR
TS
MAIJA JÄRVINIEMI & OUTI MUSTONEN 2015

MATERIAL

Pettu flour is a nutritious product made if bark that was used as a substitute in baking 
for example in World War II. 

In Not a Matter of Taste, a project done as a part of ChemARTS Summer School 2015, 
Järviniemi and Mustonen wanted to refresh the image of pettu and came up with the 
idea of using it to produce edible dishes. They combined pettu with bacterial-grown 
cellulose to create cup-like shapes that were light but strong enough for serving food – 
and good to eat afterwards.
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The bowls should be placed on eye/hand level to see the details. 

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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NOT A MATTER OF TASTE BY MAIJA JÄRVINIEMI & OUTI MUSTONEN
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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FACE
TIM
E
ALIISA TALJA 2016

MEMORY

FaceTime is a form study of empathy; of the time, intimacy and presence it requires. 
It prompts to face one another, guides closer and encourages to see similarities in 
stead of differences. FaceTime belongs to queues and waiting rooms — to moments of 
boredom when there’s time to be present.

Talja is interested in design as a facilitator for influential performances and bodily 
experiences. She is keen on exploring the field of design.

https://vimeo.com/165054367
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The object would be hanging from the ceiling in free space. The video would be 
continuously playing on a nearby screen with headphones, allowing people to see how 
the object would be used.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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FACETIME BY ALIISA TALJA 
2016 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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LIG
HTBO
UND
EMILIA TAPPREST 2015

MEMORY

“Lightbound is a custom-made communication system for me and my mother. Last 
winter I moved to Japan and despite chatting every day, we missed the mere feeling of 
togetherness. 

In order to merge the gap, I designed and built a pair of wifi-connected objects for 
the non-verbal side of communication –in short, a system where touch and real-time 
heartbeat take the physical form of light. The working prototypes are made with open-
source hardware and software. More about the process, test results and instructions 
on how to do it yourself at lightboundproject.com.”

https://lightboundproject.com
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The lamp should be attached on a wall and the touching element should be on a hand 
level. This requires electricity.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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LIGHTBOUND BY EMILIA TAPPREST
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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BEO
SPHE
RE
MING UNN ANDERSEN, HENRY DALY & VILLE PIIPPO 
2016

PLAY

BeoSphere is a physical interface for digital music streaming services and internet 
radio, where coloured balls represent playlists and stations.

Placing a ball on the large disc starts playback of a playlist or a station. The balls move 
in a random pattern on the disc while music plays. Removing a ball will pause the 
music, and adding more balls will create a mix. Playlists and stations are assigned to 
the balls using a smartphone application.

The project was done in collaboration with Bang & Olufsen. BeoSphere started life as 
a rough prototype as seen in the video and was then developed further by the students, 
with more consideration on the overall look and feel of the device.

https://vimeo.com/156261678
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The device would sit on a stand and should be supplied with electricity. Hidden speakers 
would play music.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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BEOSPHERE BY MING UNN ANDERSEN, HENRY DALY & VILLE PIIPPO 
2016 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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IN
SID
E
MARINA BARANOVA 2015

PLAY

This student project was made together with RISE – Finnish Cri mi nal Sanc tions 
Agen cy. In Finland there are several prisons with different facilities which specialize 
on producing goods out of metal, wood and fabric. However there was lack of designed 
projects with good drawings so the workers were making new pieces just by looking 
at previous ones. Another concern was that mainly the goods are made out of only one 
material which is available at particular prison, for instance, wooden doghouse or 
metal candleholder.

The aim of this project was not only to make a good product for a customer but also to 
create collaboration between prisons with different facilities. Combination of simple 
forms and simple materials that could be recycled or reused makes the product more 
sustainable and easy to make even for low-skilled workers.

The tent consists of modular walls, which have a wooden frame with fabric stretched 
on it. The modules are firmly attached to each other but are also flexible enough to 
fold and unfold the tent. Roofs and doors can be attached with velcro. Doors can also 
become windows or points for attaching multiple tents together. In this way, the 
details can be changed while playing. This approach makes a game more interesting 
and helps children develop imaginative thinking.
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The tunnel toy should be placed on a foot level and have some children’s toys as 
accessories to show the idea of a play hut.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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INSIDE BY MARINA BARANOVA
2015 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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BEO
SOUND
ORBIT
ANASTASIA IVANOVA, PAULO PANNUZZO & 
TUOMAS HÄMÄLÄINEN 2016

PLAY

BeoSound Orbit is a music player that expands the its digital user interface beyond the 
physical boundaries of the device itself. It provides a dead-simple, yet captivating way 
to listen to music at home. 

A push on the top of the player starts or stops the music. Information about the song is 
projected on the table around the device. The player recognises touch gestures around 
it on any surface using infrared and allows controlling it by touching the surface it is 
placed on. Coordinated light animations provide feedback.

The interactive prototyping project, done in collaboration with Bang & Olufsen, was 
about designing new interactions for music listening and then building, programming 
and testing them in tape-to-a-table prototypes. The form and aesthetics were not 
considered at this point, which explains the rough appearance of the prototype.

https://vimeo.com/156303074
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The device would sit on a stand, with an overhead projector and camera. Needs a hidden 
Mac computer for running software and speakers for music. The visitors could interact 
with the device. The prototype works most reliably in a dimly lit space (because of 
infrared gesture recognition). A video would be playing closeby, showing how the device 
is used.

EXHIBITION PROPOSAL
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BEOSOUND ORBIT BY ANASTASIA IVANOVA, PAULO PANNUZZO & TUOMAS HÄMÄLÄINEN
2016 AALTO UNIVERSITY
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GET IN
TOU
CH
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CONTACT US FOR MORE 
INFORMATION

SIMO PUINTILA
Industrial Designer MA, Lecturer
Department of Design

simo.puintila@aalto.fi
+358 50 517 5036

PO Box 31000
FI-00076 Aalto, Finland
Hämeentie 135 C, Helsinki

ANNUKKA SVANDA
Designer BA, Student
CoID Masters Programme

annukka.svanda@aalto.fi

TUOMAS HÄMÄLÄINEN
Industrial Designer BA, Student
CoID Masters Programme

tuomas.p.hamalainen@aalto.fi
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